2020 WFT TEEN ADVANCED PERFORMANCE INTENSIVE

Wheelock Family Theatre@ BU is holding auditions for teens in high school with prior training and performance experience committed to deepening their acting skills and knowledge of the craft. A limited number of admission slots are available on a rolling basis. Teen actors selected for this program will immerse themselves for two weeks in intensive advanced theatre training. Through challenging exercises and workshops in vocal, movement, and character work, and exploration of scenes from outstanding plays, students will experience the actor's process in-depth. This unique summer theatre program culminates in a public showcase on our WFT Mainstage.

*PROGRAM DATES: August 3 through Aug 14, 2020
(Monday-Friday) Hours: 12-6:45pm
Mainstage Showcase: Friday, August 14 at Wheelock Family Theatre

*AUDITION REQUIREMENTS: Two contrasting monologues from plays, one comedy and one drama, totaling approximately three minutes. One of the two pieces should be from: a classical play or one that emphasizes heightened language, or a play written before 1960.

*TO SCHEDULE AUDITION: Please email a note expressing your interest in this program along with a resume that includes all previous performing arts training and any performance experience to:

Fran Weinberg, Director
WFT Teen Advanced Performance Intensive
EMAIL: franb28@erols.com

Auditions are scheduled for Sunday, March 22 from 1pm to 4pm and Sunday, March 29 from 1pm to 4pm.